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Question-1: What is the difference between LTE FDD and LTE TDD?
The difference lies in the LTE frame structure in both the FDD and TDD versions of the LTE.
In FDD there will be pair of frequencies assigned in the downlink and uplink directions and
hence transmissions from multiple subscribes can happen at the same time but on different
frequencies as mentioned. In TDD, one single frequency will be used at different time
instants by multiple subscriber terminals (UEs). Both frame versions of LTE will have 1 ms
sub-frame duration and 0.5 ms slot duration.
Question-2: What is resource block in LTE?
LTE frame is divided based on time slots on time axis and frequency subcarrier on frequency
axis. Resource block is the smallest unit of resource allocation in LTE system. It is of about
0.5ms duration and composed of 12 subcarriers in 1 OFDM symbol. One time slot is equal to
7 OFDM symbols in normal cyclic prefix and 6 OFDM symbols in extended cyclic prefix. One
full resource block is equal to 12 subcarriers by 7 symbols in normal CP. Hence it consists of
total 84 time/frequency elements referred as resource elements in LTE network.
Question-3: What are the LTE logical, transport and physical channels?
All these channels help LTE UE establish the connection with the eNodeB, maintain the
connection and terminate the same. Logical channels are characterized by the information
that is transferred. Transport channels are characterized by how the data are transferred
over the radio interface. Physical channel corresponds to a set of resource elements used by
the physical layer. Channels are further divided into control channel and traffic channel at
logical channel stage

S5: between MME and PDN GW(Packet Data Network)
S11: between MME and Serving GW
S7: PCRF(Policy and Charging Rules Function) and PDN GW
S2: PDN GW – others such as WLAN
S6: MME – HSS(Home Subscriber Server)
SGi: PDN GW and IMS part(P/I/S CSCF)
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Question-4: Explain the difference between Reference signal (RS) and
synchronization signal (SS) in the LTE? Also mention types of RS and SS.
Reference signal (RS) is used as pilot subcarrier in LTE. Synchronization signal is used as
preamble sequence in LTE for synchronization purpose. RS is used for channel estimation
and tracking.
RS are of two types viz. Demodulation RS (DRS) and Sounding RS (SRS). DRS is used for
sync and channel estimation purpose. SRS is used for channel quality estimation purpose.
DRS is used in both the uplink and downlink, while SRS is used only in the uplink.
SS are of two types viz. P-SS and S-SS. P-SS is used for initial synchronization. S-SS is
used for frame boundary determination.
SRS Parameter Explanations in M2000:
The e-NodeB can dynamically adjust cell-specific SRS subframes based on cell loads.
If cell load rise, the eNodeB increases time domain resources for SRSs,
If cell load decrease, the eNodeB decreases time domain resources for SRSs to
reduce PUSCH resource consumption. The eNodeB increases resource allocation success
rates by reshuffling bandwidth fragments.
The CELLALGOSWITCH.SrsAlgoswitch parameter controls whether to enable dynamic
adjustment to cell specific SRS sub frame configuration:
If the CELLALGOSWITCH.SrsAlgoSwitch parameter is set to SrsSubframe
RecSwitch -1, the eNodeB adaptively adjust SRS subframe configuration based on cell
loads,
If the CELLALGOSWITCHSrsAlgoSwitch parameter is set to
SrsSubFrameRecfSwitch -0, the eNodeB always uses the SRS subframe config specified by
the SRSCFG.SrsSubframeCfg parameter to allocate time domain resources for SRSs.
If the SRSCFG.SrsSubframeCfg parameter is not set to a default value and the SRS
subframes indicated by this parameter cannot be dynamically adjusted, dynamic adjustment
to cell-specific SRS subframe configuration does not take effect even if the
CELLALGOSWITCH.SrsAlgoSwitch parameter is set to SrsSubframeRecfSwitch-1
To deactivate SRS is;
It helps to improve UL Throughput.It supports LBBPd Board or later versions.
Collect L.Traffic.User.Max counter and if User number is around 200, it is not
recommend closing SRS, it will increase Call Drop Rate.
Shut down SRS：
MOD SRSCFG: LocalCellId=0, SrsCfgInd=BOOLEAN_FALSE;
Question-5: Explain LTE cell search procedure followed by UE.
LTE cell search procedure is used by UE to camp onto the LTE cell i.e. eNodeB.
Step-1: After being powered on, UE tunes the RF and attempts to measure the wideband
received power (RSSI) for specific frequencies (channels as commanded by higher layer)
over a set of supported frequency bands one after another and ranks those cells based on
signal strength.
Step-2: Then it uses downlink synchronization channels i.e. locally stored P-SS and S-SS to
correlate with received one. UE first finds the primary synchronization signal (PSS) which is
located in the last OFDM symbol of first time slot of the first and 5th sub-frames This
enables UE to be synchronized on sub-frame level. Primary Synchronization Signal helps for
Slot Timing Detection and Physical Layer ID (0,1,2) detection.
Step-3: Secondary synchronization symbols are also located in the same sub-frame of P-SS
but in the symbol before P-SS. From secondary SS, UE is able to obtain physical layer cell
identity group number (0 to 167) It helps for Radio Frame Timing detection, find Physical
Layer Cell ID, cyclic prefix length detection, FDD or TDD detection.
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Step-4: Once UE knows the PCI for a given cell, it also knows the location of cell Reference
signals - which are used for channel estimation, cell selection / reselection and handover
procedures. After channel estimation using RS(reference signal), MMSE equalization is
performed to remove the effect of channel impairment from the received symbols.

Question-6:What is mod3,mod6 and mod30 collision?

Vshift=PCI mod 6; same Vshift will have same CRS frequency shift. Avoid such two PCI facing
each other or neighbor.
Mod 3 is for RS signal collision. (for 2 x 2 MIMO ; for single antenna check mod6)
Mod30: DM RS is characterised by:( DMRS is used for sync and channel estimation
purpose. SRS is used for channel quality estimation purpose. DMRS is used in both the
uplink and downlink, while SRS is used only in the uplink)
•
•

Sequence (Zadoff Chu codes)
Sequence length: equal to the # of subcarriers used for PUSCH transmission

•

Sequence group:
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Question-7: What carries msg 3 during PRACH?
Step 1: Msg1
UE selects one of the 64 available RACH
preambles

Step 2: Msg2
eNodeB sends "Random Access Response" to
UE on DL-SCH (Downlink shared channel) addressed to
RA-RNTI calculated from the timeslot in which preamable
was sent, as explained in step 1 (about RA-RNTI
calculation)







Now UE also needs to give its own identity to
the network so that network can address it in next step.
The identity which UE will use is called RA-RNTI (Random
access radio network temporary identity). Basically its not
some value sent by UE but interestingly RA RNTI is
determined from the time slot number in which the
preamble is sent




The message carries following information

Temporary C-RNTI: Now eNB gives
another identity to UE which is called temporary C-RNTI
(cell radio network temporary identity) for further
communication



If UE does not receive any response from the
network, it increases its power in fixed step and sends
RACH preamble again



Timing Advance Value: eNodeB also
informs UE to change its timing so it can compensate for
the round trip delay caused by UE distance from the
eNodeB
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Step 3: Msg3
Using UL-SCH, UE sends "RRC connection
request message" to eNodeB



Uplink Grant Resource: Network
(eNodeB) will assign initial resource to UE so that it can
use UL-SCH (Uplink shared channel)

Random value is used if UE
is connecting for the very first time to network. Why we
need random value or TMSI? Because there is possibility
that Temp-CRNTI has been assigned to more than one
UEs in previous step, due to multiple requests coming at
same time (Collision scenario explained later)



Connection establishment cause: The
shows the reason why UE needs to connect to network



UE is identified by temporary C-RNTI (assigned
in the previous step by eNodeB)





Step 4: Msg4
eNodeB responds with contention resolution
message to UE whose message was
successfully received in step 3. This message is address
towards TMSI value or Random number (from previous
steps) but contains the new C RNTI which will be used for
the further communication.



The message contains following
UE identity (TMSI or Random Value )

TMSI is used if UE has
previously connected to the same network. With TMSI
value, UE is identified in the core network

Question-8:What is the difference between AMR WB and NB codecs?
Between VoLTE capable devices, WB-AMR is typically chosen as it offers a much better sound quality
than the traditional narrowband codec. Many circuit switched 3G and even some 2G networks and
mobile devices also support WB-AMR.
The AMR-WB bitrates are 6.60, 8.85, 12.65, 14.25, 15.85, 18.25, 19.85, 23.05 and 23.85 kbps.
Compared to narrowband speech codecs (like AMR) optimized for traditional telephone voice quality
of 300-3400 Hz, the AMR-WB codec's wider bandwidth of 50-7000 Hz provides excellent speech
quality.
At the lower end, sound quality is rather limited while encoding a speech signal sampled at 16.000
Hz at 23.85 kbit/s gives a superb result. In practice, most network operators chose to limit WB-AMR
to 12.65 kbit/s as it seems there is little gained in terms of speech quality beyond that data rate.
Another reason for using 12.65 kbit/s is that 2G and 3G circuit switched networks also limit WB-AMR
to this data rate as it fits into the original NB-AMR channels. Having said, there is nothing that keeps
network operators from allowing the WB-AMR coder on the devices to use the full 23.85 kbit/s.
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The idea behind data rates lower than 12.65 kbit/s is that in case network coverage gets weak, more
speech packets might make it to the other side in time. Which data rate is used in the end is decided
by the speech coder in the mobile device. The codec rate can be changed every 20 ms and each
speech frame encapsulated in an IP packet contains a header that informs the receiver at which data
rate this speech packet was encoded with.
While each device in a call has the freedom to change the codec’s data rate whenever it wants
during a call, the type of codec is negotiated only once during call setup. This is done in two steps. In
the first step the originator of the call includes information about supported codecs in the SIP INVITE
message. At the end of this message all supported codecs are listed in the Session Description
Protocol (SDP) part.
Question-9: What is the function of LTE physical broadcast channel i.e. PBCH?
After initial cell synchronization is completed, UE reads MIB (Master information block) on PBCH
(Physical channel). Broadcast channel is referred as BCH at transport level and BCCH at logical level.
MIB composed of downlink channel bandwidth in units of RBs, PHICH duration, PHICH resource and
system frame number.
Question-10: What is the advantage of using SC-FDMA in the LTE uplink?
The main advantage of SC-FDMA is low PAPR (peak-to-average power ratio) compare to OFDMA
used in LTE downlink. This increases the efficiency of power amplifier and hence increases the
battery life.
Question-11: Explain LTE network architecture and various interfaces.
There are various entities forming the LTE network architecture, the main interfaces are Uu between
UE and eNB, X2 interface between eNBs and S1 interface between eNB and EPC(Evolved Packet
Core).
eNBs (evolved NodeBs) as base stations have to manage radio resource and mobility in the cell and
sector to optimize all the UE’s communication in a flat radio network structure.
MME: The MME is in charge of all the Control plane functions related to subscriber and session
management. So MME supports;


Security procedures – this relates to end-user authentication as well as initiation and negotiation
of ciphering and integrity protection algorithms.



Terminal-to-network session handling – this relates to all the signalling procedures used to set
up Packet Data context and negotiate associated parameters like the Quality of Service.



Idle terminal location management – this relates to the tracking area update process used in
order for the network to be able to join terminals in case of incoming sessions.

HSS:

· User identification and addressing – this corresponds to the IMSI (International Mobile
Subscriber Identity) and MSISDN (Mobile Subscriber ISDN Number) or mobile telephone number.
· User profile information – this includes service subscription states and user-subscribed Quality of
Service information (such as maximum allowed bit rate or allowed traffic class).
The AuC part of the HSS is in charge of generating security information from user identity keys. This security
information is provided to the HLR and further communicated to other entities in the network. Security information
is mainly used for:
· Mutual network-terminal authentication.
· Radio path ciphering and integrity protection, to ensure data and signalling transmitted between the
network and the terminal is neither eavesdropped nor altered.
Serving GW: termination point of the packet data interface towards E-UTRAN. When terminals move across
eNodeB in E-UTRAN, the Serving GW serves as a local mobility anchor, meaning that packets are routed
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through this point for intra E-UTRAN mobility and mobility with other 3GPP technologies, such as 2G/GSM and
3G/UMTS.
PDN GW: Similarly to the Serving GW, the PDN gateway is the termination point of the packet data interface
towards the Packet Data Network. As an anchor point for sessions towards the external Packet Data Networks,
the PDN GW also supports Policy Enforcement features (which apply operator-defined rules for resource
allocation and usage) as well as packet filtering (like deep packet inspection for virus signature detection) and
evolved charging support (like per URL charging).

PCRF: server manages the service policy and sends QoS setting information for each user session and
accounting rule information. The PCRF Server combines functionalities for the two UMTS nodes:
· The Policy Decision Function (PDF)
· The Charging Rules Function (CRF)
The PDF is the network entity where the policy decisions are made. As the IMS session is being set up, SIP
signalling containing media requirements are exchanged between the terminal and the P-CSCF. At some time in
the session establishment process, the PDF receives those requirements from the P-CSCF and makes decisions
based on network operator rules, such as:
· Allowing or rejecting the media request.
· Using new or existing PDP context for an incoming media request.
· Checking the allocation of new resources against the maximum authorized
The CRFs role is to provide operator-defined charging rules applicable to each service data flow. The CRF selects
the relevant charging rules based on information provided by the P-CSCF, such as Application Identifier, Type of
Stream (audio, video, etc.), Application Data Rate, etc.
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Question-12:What is TTI Bundling and benefits?
(LST CELLULSCHALGO) VoLTE uplink performance in the weak signal can be enhanced with TTI
bundling which allows the handset to repeat the same transmission in four consecutive 1 ms TTIs.
TTI bundling makes the uplink more robust and enhances coverage by 4 dB. The uplink Block Error
Rate (BLER) may be reduced with TTI bundling. The low BLER maintains good voice quality and
avoids unnecessary retransmissions which eat up substantial radio resources. TTI bundling is
switched on only when the handset hits the edge of the coverage area. TTI bundling runs between
the base station and the handset.
When the UE's channel quality is poor and transmit, power is limited, TTI bundling increases the cell
edge coverage of the PUSCH by about 1 dB. The gains produced by this feature can be observed
when voice quality is maintained at a certain level, for example, when the mean opinion score (MOS)
is 3.
When the measured SINR is greater than the sum of the target SINR and
the CellUlschAlgo.HystToExitTtiBundling(Range 3-6; Recommended 5; A larger value of this
parameter results in a lower probability of exiting) parameter value for multiple consecutive
times, the eNodeB instructs the UE to exit the TTI bundling state through an RRC Connection
Reconfiguration message

When the UE is located at the cell edge, RLC segmentation in collaboration with TTI bundling produces fewer RLC
segments than pure RLC segmentation, reducing PDCCH overheads

TTI Bundling Trigger Strategy : SERVICE_VOIP, SERVICE_MULTIAPP
TTIB Max Number of HARQ Transmissions: n4(4), n8(8), n12(12), n16(16), n20(20), n24(24), n28(28)
TTIB Max Number of RLC Segments: 0-7 (Recommended 4)

Question-13:What is Robust Header Compression (ROHC)?
VoLTE throughput requirements on the radio interface can be further reduced with Robust Header
Compression (ROHC,) which improves spectral efficiency. ROHC runs between the base station and
the handset. The header size is reduced from 40 bytes to 5 bytes, which is relevant for voice traffic
since the voice packets are small. For example, an AMR 23.85 kbps voice packet is 60 bytes and AMR
12.65 kbps just 32 bytes. The header can be larger than the voice packet if header compression is
not used. Therefore, activation of header compression is essential for maximizing VoLTE capacity.
This function applies only to services with QCI of 1.
VoLTE Packet Length: Codec bits+RTP Header+UDP Header+IP Header = 253 bits(AMR-WB 12.65
coder)+12*8(=96 bits)+8*8(=64bits)+40*8(=320bits) = 733 bits in every 20 ms.
When RoHC is enabled, it will replace the RTP,UDP and IP headers with a much smaller RoHC header
before the packet is actually transmitted over the air. RoHC header is 3-24 bits. The RLC and MAC
layers will add their own headers, hence only about 300 bits are needed for every VoLTE voice call
packet at the air interface.
1 PRB = 12(subcarrier)*7(symbols)*2(1 mili second)=168 Resource Elements (After PDCCH and RS it
provides 120 Res available for Data Transmission)
Let’s consider CQI 15 =Good , CQI 7 = Average and CQI 1 = Poor and CQI 15 provides 64 QAM,
CQI 7 provides 16 QAM and CQI 1 results QPSK modulation.
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When UE reports CQI 15 then eNodeB can use 64QAM modulation and a 948/1024 =
0.926 effective coding rate is applied, which means that each RE holds 6 x 0.926 = 5.55
data bits on average. Considering this a single PRB can then carry 120 x 5.55 = 666 data
bits, or the equivalent of two VoLTE voice samples. But LTE scheduler can’t allocate less
than one PRB per user, so this will count that one PRB is needed per VoLTE call.
While UE reports CQI 7, then eNodeB can use 16QAM modulation and a 378/1024 =
0.369 coding rate, resulting in 4 x 0.369 x 120 = 177 data bits. This means for 300 bits
VoLTE data requires two PRBs
With CQI 1 report eNodeB can use QPSK modulation and a 78/1024 = 0.076 coding rate,
supporting 2 x 0.076 x 120 = 18 data bits per PRB. So to transmit 300 bits VoLTE data it
about 16 PRBs.

Numbers of Max. Theoretical VoLTE user Per Cell
In VoLTE voice data is generated every 20 mili second, so if everything is good i.e. there is no
re-transmission, then about 20 VoLTE call can share the same set of PRB one after other.
The maximum number of VoLTE call that can be carried is then determined by:


(Number of Available PRB)/ Number of PRB per VoLTE call) X 20

Hence VoLTE call per CQI and Bandwidth
Channel Bandwidth

1.4 MHz

3 MHz

5 MHz

10 MHz

15 MHz

20 MHz

No. of Resource Block

6

10

25

50

75

100

CQI =15 (1 PRB) no. VoLTE User

120

200

500

1000

1500

2000

CQI =7 (2 PRB) no. VoLTE User

60

100

250

500

750

1000

CQI =1 (16 PRB) no. VoLTE User

8

13

31

63

94

125

Question-14:What is eNodeB capacity?
for instance . 100 RB means bandwidth 20 MHz..
The Cell Capacity : is the average data rates Since only some of the subscribers are downloading
data simultaneously.
the Overbooking Factor: also called contention ratio is applied here which indicates the
number of users sharing the same data capacity at the same time. It is an experiencebased value and usually set to 20.( In the past the concept of overbooking was used in IP/MPLS and ATM
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networks as Statistical Multiplexing Gain (SMG) for bursty level traffic. The overbooking factor (OVB) depends on SMG, and
the probability that the connection is in active state (P). The OVB = SMG / P. This is used to calculate the bandwidth
requirement of back-haul network)

Busy Hour (BH) is the hour during a 24-hour time frame that has the greatest number of calls . 50% is
set as the default value and it can be changed by the operator.
To the required user data rate : according to 3GPP ,Release 8, five terminal categories to calculate
the maximum downlink subscriber number in a three-sector cell, with the cell capacity 35 Mbps and
the Terminal Category 1 chosen,
is ((35(data rate) x 50%(BH value) ) /3(cell)* (10/20)) =105 users

Question-15:What is eNodeB DL Tput capacity?
12 Subcarriers x 7 OFDMA Symbols x 25 Resource Blocks(5MHz bandwidth) x 2 slots = 4,200 REs
Then we calculate the data rate assuming 64 QAM with no coding (64QAM is the highest modulation
for downlink LTE):
6 bits per 64QAM symbol x 4,200 Res / 1 msec = 25.2 Mbps
The MIMO data rate is then 2 x 25.2 = 50.4 Mbps. We now have to subtract the overhead related to
control signaling such as PDCCH and PBCH channels, reference & synchronization signals, and
coding. These are estimated as follows:
 PDCCH channel can take 1 to 3 symbols out of 14 in a subframe. Assuming that on average it is 2.5
symbols, the amount of overhead due to PDCCH becomes 2.5/14 = 17.86 %.
 Downlink RS signal uses 4 symbols in every third subcarrier resulting in 16/336 = 4.76% overhead
for 2×2 MIMO configuration
 The other channels (PSS, SSS, PBCH, PCFICH, PHICH) added together amount to ~2.6% of
overhead
The total approximate overhead for the 5 MHz channel is 17.86% + 4.76% + 2.6% = 25.22%.
The peak data rate is then 0.75 x 50.4 Mbps = 37.8 Mbps.

Question-16:What is Power Headroom Report?
Power headroom indicates how much transmission power left for a UE to use in addition
to the power being used by current transmission. Simply put, it can be described by a
simple formula as below.
Power Headroom = UE Max Transmission Power - PUSCH Power = Pmax P_pusch
If the Power Headroom value is (+), it indicates "I still have some space under the
maximum power" implying "I can transmit more data if you allow".
If the power Headroom value is (-), it indicate "I am already transmitting the power
greater than what I am allowed to transmit".
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How does UE report Power Headroom Value ?
PHR is a type of MAC CE(MAC Control Element) that report the headroom between the
current UE Tx power (estimated power) and the nominal power. eNodeB (Network) use
this report value to estimate how much uplink bandwidth a UE can use for a specific
subframe. Since the more resource block the UE is using, the higher UE Tx power gets,
but the UE Tx power should not exceed the max power defined in the specification. So
UE cannot use much resource block (bandwidth) if it does not have enough power
headroom.

Question-17:What is Timing Advance in LTE?
A radio frame in LTE is exactly 307200(1/15000 x 2048Ts) which is;
OFDM for subcarrier spacing of Δf = 15 kHz:
1/(15kHz x sampling rate for 2048 FFT size)
Sampling frequency for above is fs = 15000 x 2048 = 30720000 Hz.
Ts = 1/30720000.
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IFFT size means number of sine waves the IFFT takes as input to construct the time domain signal. In case of 20 MHz the
IFFT size is 2048 that means 2048 sub-carriers are used to construct the time domain signal. (Note: not all are occcupied).
1200 number of occupied subcarriers. what are the unoccupied carriers( is it 2048-1200 = 848 ?)
Occupied carriers correspond to number of Physical resource elements. In 20MHz there are 1200 PREs. Unoccupied
sub-carriers are zero padded.
100 Resource blocks = 100*180( 12*15khz) = 18Mhz.. Where is the remaining 2 Mhz( 20-18mhz) gone ?
I think 2 MHz is the guard band.

The Timing Advance Command in RAR takes 11 bits and it can indicate an index
value TA(0, 1, 2… 1282) which used to control the amount of timing adjustment
that UE has to apply. The amount of the time alignment is given by NTA = TA × 16.
The Timing Advance obtained via RAR is always positive
Example1 (TA = 0): When the received TA = 0 ⇨ NTA = 0 so no timing adjustment
required.
Example2 (TA = 1): If TA = 1 ⇨ Timing Adjustment = NTA = 16 Ts = 16/30720000
sec = 0.5208 μs ⇨ Distance = (3x108x0.5208x10-6)/2 = 78.12m which is the minimum
Example3 (TA = 1282): When the received TA =
1282 ⇨ NTA = 1282x16Ts= 1282x16/30720000 sec = 667.66 μs ⇨ Distance =
(3x108x667.66x10-6)/2 = 100.15Km which is the maximum propagation distance
The maximum distance value (of slightly above 100Km) would facilitate cell radius
of up to 100Km.
Band genişliği 20 Mhz için TA 1 =78 m,( If TA = 1 ⇨ Timing Adjustment
= NTA = 16 Ts = 16/30720000 sec = 0.5208 μs ⇨ Distance = (3x108x0.5208x10-6)/2 =
78.12m)
Band 10 MHz için; TA1 = 156 m (If TA = 1 ⇨ Timing Adjustment
= NTA = 16 Ts = 16/15360000 sec = 1,041 μs ⇨ Distance = (3x108x1,041x10-6)/2 = 156
m)
Bu 156 m TA hesabı UE-eNodeB arası için bunu da TA hesaplarken 2’ye
bölünce(PRACH tek gidiş yolunun hesabı oluyor)
Distance between UE and eNodeB = 156 x TA/2 =
TA
TA
TA
TA

0 ; 156x0/2=0
1; 156x1/2 =78
13; 156x13/2=1014
25; 156x25/2=1950

Below table is for 10 Mhz BW Huawei Index;
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Question-18: What is SRVCC?

SRVCC is the short form of Single-Radio Voice Call Continuity. SRVCC handover is
supported from E-UTRAN (i.e. LTE) to UTRAN/GERAN (WCDMA/GSM). SRVCC
procedure is used for transferring an on-going PS voice call (IMS) in LTE to a CS
voice call via Handover from LTE to GERAN/UTRAN.
Triggered by Common Causes;
 Coverage-based SRVCC,(A2,B1,B2 events triggered)
 Service-based SRVCC,(InterRATHO State -> No,Permit or Must)
 Distance-based SRVCC,
 UL quality-based SRVCC,
 Load-based SRVCC,(triggers by load threshold)
 SPID-based SRVCC(HO from PLMN to HPLMN)
The handover of the call to the CS network is accomplished with two steps: IRAT
handover and session transfer. IRAT handover is the traditional handover of the
user’s device from LTE radio access to WCDMA/GSM radio access. Session transfer
is a new mechanism to move access control and voice media anchoring from the
LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC) to the legacy CS core.

Question-19:What is VoLTE Call Flow:





PDN Connectivity
Authentication
Bearer Setup and EPS Attach
P-SCCF Discovery
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Basic VOLTE KPIs are;
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Question – 20: What are the events in LTE?

A5: Indicates the RSRP threshold 1 in the serving cell of event A5 for triggering inter-frequency handovers.
When the measured RSRP in the serving cell is smaller than the value of this parameter and the RSRP or RSRQ in the
neighboring cell is higher than the value of InterFreqHoA4ThdRsrp or InterFreqHoA4ThdRsrq, the UE reports event A5.
B2: Indicates the RSRP threshold 1 in the serving cell of event B2 for triggering E-UTRAN-to-UTRAN handovers.
When the measured RSRP in the serving cell is smaller than the value of this parameter and the RSCP or Ec/N0
threshold in the neighboring cell is larger than the value of InterRatHoUtranB1ThdRscp or InterRatHoUtranB1ThdEcn0,
the UE reports the event B2.
A3: Measurement reports for this event A3 are reported only if the signal level of at least one neighboring cell is better
than that of the local cell by this offset.
Lst interrathocomgroup; A1-A2 threshold

Events

A1

A2

IntraFrequency

InterFrequency

start
measu
re

InterRAT

stop
measu
re

start
measu
re

Default Values

-105

-109

Event C1

A4

A5

B1

HO decision for
load
balance(neighbourin
g cell becomes
better than a
threshold)

HO
decisi
on for
interf
req

Inter RAT
neighbour
becomes
better than
threshold

B2

HO decision

stop
measu
re

Parameter names

A3

INTER
RATHO
A1A2T
IMETO
TRIG

HO decision
20 (0.5 db)

-105

A3offset(make
the
serving
cell
look
better than its
current
measurement
Hysteresisa3(ma
ke N worse)
timetoTriggera3
:
CellIndividualo
ffsetEutran:

-109

-103(L2U)/
100(L2G)

INTERRATHOGE
RANB1THD

CSI-RS(Channel State Information-Reference Signals) resource becomes better than threshold
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PCell becomes worse
than threshold1 and
inter RAT neighbour
becomes better than
threshold2
HO
-115(L2U)/-115(L2G)

B2threshold2RSCPUtra
and
B2thresh2RSCPutraoffse
t(this is for QCI
types)

Event C2 CSI-RS resource becomes offset better than reference CSI-RS resource
Based on the picture above, event A3 will trigger when:
RSRP(target) > RSRS(Serving) +a3offset + hysteresisa3 – cellindividualoffsetEutran
And this condition is valid for timetotriggera3.

A few parameter values for Different Telecom Markets,

Parameter

Parameter Value_1

BLINDHOPRIORITY
INTERRATHOUTRANB1MEASQUAN
INTERFREQCOVERHOSWITCH
INTRAFREQHOA3OFFSET
INTERRATHOA1A2TIMETOTRIG
INTERRATHOGERANB1THD
INTERRATHOUTRANB1THDECN0
INTERRATHOA1THDRSRP
BLINDHOA1A2THDRSRP
BLINDHOA1A2THDRSRQ
INTRARATEVENTANRSWITCH
INTERRATHOA2THDRSRP
Parameter Name
VoipHoControlSwitch
SupportS1UeCapMatchMsg
QciPriorityForHo

UlVoipRlcMaxSegNum

0,32
ECN0
1
4
320MS,640MS
-97
-30
-109
-119
-30
1
-113

Description
Indicates whether the eNodeB
filters out target cells that do not support VoLTE
services when processing intra-RAT handovers for
VoLTE services
specifies whether the eNodeB supports the VoLTE mobility decision
The handover policy priority of each QCI is controlled by the
CellStandardQCI.QciPriorityForHo parameter. You are advised to set the
handover
policy priority of QCI 1 to 1 (highest) and that of QCI 5 to 9 (lowest).
to control the maximum number of uplink RLC segments for UEs not in the
TTI bundling state. When the number of uplink RLC segments is less than or
equal to the value of the CellAlgoSwitch.UlVoipRlcMaxSegNum parameter,
the number is not restricted. l When the number of uplink RLC segments is
greater than the value of the CellAlgoSwitch.UlVoipRlcMaxSegNum
parameter, the number is restricted
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Question – 21: What are Bearaes of Qos in LTE?

QCI
1

Resource
Type
GBR

Priority
2

Packet
Delay(ms)
100

Packet Loss Error
Rate
10-2

Example Services
Conversational Voice

2

GBR

4

150

10-3

Conversational video(Live Streaming)

3
4

GBR
GBR

5
3

300
50

10-6
10-3

Non-Conversational video(buffered
Streaming)
Real Time gaming

-6

5

Non GBR

1

100

10

6
7
8
9

Non GBR
Non GBR
Non GBR
Non GBR

7
6
8
9

100
300
300
300

10-3
10-6
10-6
10-6

IMS(IP Multimedia Subsystem)
signalling
voice,video(live
streaming),interactive gaming
video(buffered streaming)
TCP - based (www , email),
chat,ftp,p2p file sharing

Question – 22: What are RRC and eRAB Fail Reasons?

RRC Fail Reasons -> ResourceFail, Rej(eNodeB problem), NoReply(Bad RSRP or
SINR)
e-Rab Fail Reasons -> NoReply(Bad RSRP or SINR, enterference), MME(Core NW
problem), TNL(Transmission), RNL(check eNodeB or
Alarm),NoRadioResource(Resource Limitation),SecureModeFail(Security procedure,
missing config)
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Question – 23: What are eRAB Drop Reasons?

AbnormalRelRadio, TNL, Cong, HOFailure, MME
Question – 24: What is the benefit of CSFB?

The CS Fallback to GERAN and UTRAN feature enables the possibility to offer voice
services to LTE UE without requiring IMS VoIP support. There must be GERAN and /
or UTRAN coverage in the area covered by the LTE cell. The LTE UE must have
GSM or WCDMA capabilities. There must be at least one defined frequency relation
for mobility. csFallbackPrio
HoModeSwitch=UtranPsHoSwitch-0&GeranNaccSwitch-0&GeranCcoSwitch-0&UtranRedirectSwitch1&GeranRedirectSwitch-1&BlindHoSwitch-1;

Question-25: How CSFB works, tell basically?

The UE send an Non-Access Stratum (NAS) extended service request to the MME
requesting a CS fallback. The UE requests the CS service either as a response to a
user activity or as a response to a paging message with a CS fallback flag.
The MME sends an S1-AP UE context modification request with a CS fallback
indicator to the eNodeB.

CSFB
Success Rate
Based
Handover
(LTE to
WCDMA)

CSFB Success Rate Based Handover(LTE
CSFB_L2W_BasedHO_SR =
to WCDMA) =(
(CSFB_L2W_BasedHO_Success/CSFB_L2W_BasedHO_Attempt)
L.IRATHO.E2W.CSFB.ExecSuccOut/
x 100%
L.IRATHO.E2W.CSFB.ExecAttOut) x 100%
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Question-26: What is the Idle Mode parameters and values?
RAT

LTE Parameter

MML Command

800

900

1800

Remark

-64

-64

-64

(2dBm)

29

29

29

(2dBm)

9

15

9

-110/-98

ThrshServLow

7

13

7

-114/-102

CellReselPriority

5

4

5

QRxLevMin
SIntraSearch
LTE

SNonIntraSearch

MOD CELLRESEL

QRxLevMin : Indicates the minimum required RX level used in intra-frequency E-UTRAN cell reselection
SNonIntraSearch: Indicates the measurement triggering threshold for reselection to inter-frequency or inter-RAT
cells. If the cell reselection priority of a frequency or RAT is higher than that of the serving frequency, the UEs always
start inter-frequency or inter-RAT measurements. If the cell reselection priority of a frequency is lower than or equal to
that of the serving frequency or if the cell reselection priority of an RAT is lower than that of the serving frequency, the
UEs start inter-frequency or inter-RAT measurements only when the value of Cell selection RX level value (dB) is lower
than or equal to the value of this parameter.(Default value is 9 or 15 it means 9x2=18dB -> -128-(-18) = -110 dB )
SIntraSearch: Indicates the measurement triggering threshold for reselection to intra-frequency cells.
The UEs start intra-frequency measurements only if the value of Cell selection RX level value (dB) is lower than or
equal to the value of this parameter. a larger value of this parameter indicates a higher probability of triggering intrafrequency measurements, and a smaller value indicates a lower probability.(-128-(-58)=-70)

ThrshServLow: Indicates the threshold used in the evaluation of reselection to a cell on a lower priority E-UTRAN
frequency or on an inter-RAT frequency. Cell reselection to a cell on a lower priority E-UTRAN frequency or on an interRAT frequency is performed if no cell on the serving frequency or on a higher priority E-UTRAN frequency fulfills criteria
1 for inter-frequency and inter-RAT reselections.(Default is 7 or 13 it means 7x2=14-> -128 –(-14)=-114dB)
threshXLow [Cell, 14, dB, Global] The threshold used in reselection towards frequency X priority from a higher
priority frequency. Each frequency of E-UTRAN can have a specific threshold
Cell reselection priority: Indicates the cell reselection priority of the serving frequency. 0 indicates the lowest
priority. The value of this parameter must be determined together with the priorities of other frequencies during the
network planning. Frequencies used for different RATs must be assigned different cell reselection priorities.

Question-27: How UE know when it will listen to NW?
1. During the idle mode, UE gets into and stay in IDLE mode defined in DRX cycle.
2. UE periodically wakes up and monitors PDCCH in order to check for the presence of any information encrypted by PRNTI.
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3. If the PDCCH indicates that a information is present encrypted by P-RNTI, then UE demodulates the PCH to see if
the paging message is directed to it.
Paging Cycle (DRX Cycle T)
T is DRX cycle of the UE. T is determined by the shortest of the UE specific DRX value, if allocated by upperlayers, and
a default DRX value (default paging cycle) broadcast in system information(SIB2) . If UE specific DRX is not configured
by upperlayers, the default value is applied.
Paging Frame (PF)
It is one Radio Frame, which may contain one or multiple Paging Occasion(s).
PF is determined by following formulae using the DRX parameters provided in System Information (SIB2) :
The system frame which satisfies following condition can be treated as paging frame
SFN mod T= (T div N)*(UE_ID mod N)
The parameters used in above formula can be defined as follows :
N = min(T, nB), which means the smaller one among T and nB.
nB can be any one of 4T, 2T, T, T/2, T/4, T/8, T/16, T/32, which comes from SIB2 (IE nB).
UE_ID = IMSI mod 1024
IMSI is given as sequence of digits of type Integer (0..9), IMSI shall in the formulae above be interpreted as a decimal
integer number, where the first digit given in the sequence represents the highest order digit.
For example:
IMSI = 12 (digit1=1, digit2=2)
In the calculations, this shall be interpreted as the decimal integer “12”, not “1×16+2 = 18”.
Paging Occasion (PO)
It is a subframe where there may be P-RNTI transmitted on PDCCH addressing the paging message. The UE needs to
monitor one PO per DRX cycle.

So, from above table we can say that for a particular value of Ns and i_s we can determine the subframe number where
paging occasion may occur.
Ns and i_s can be derived from the following formulas :
Ns: max(1,nB/T) where nB and T can be obtained from SIB2
How UE decide to enter CA? Secondary Cell Configuration - At attach, reestablishment and incoming handover

 eNodeB checks: CA license,
 CA neighbor cell configuration (i.e. SCellcandidate)
The number of bits in all
queues is more than a threshold and a certain time has passed since the last switch
 UE capability. ›

If all conditions are fulfilled –UE is configured with one Downlink (DL) SCell in the same
RRCConnectionReconfigurationmessage
Quiz
In addition to using measure method, the blind-handover method can be used for UE falling back(CSFB) to UTRAN;
Answer is True

Quiz
In measure procedure, CSFB is triggered by (B1 ) event

Question-28: What are the VoLTE Features?
Semi-Persistent Scheduling and Power Control: eNodeB performs power control policies
for UEs during talk spurts. This feature applies only to voice services. eNodeB performs
dynamic scheduling during silent periods.
PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum(ACK/SRI Channel Number=6) parameter specifies the total number of
code-division multiplexed SRIs and ACKs to downlink semi-persistent scheduling.
If the PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum parameter is set to a small value, a small number of UEs can be
scheduled in downlink semi-persistent scheduling and a small number of UEs can be supported
in a cell. This parameter can be set only if PucchAlgoSwitch in the CellAlgoSwitch MO is turned off.
Otherwise, the parameter setting does not take effect. A smaller value results in fewer UEs supported
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by the cell, less uplink control signaling overhead, and higher uplink throughput. A larger value leads to
the opposite effects.

Power Control -> for UL; eNB adjusts transmit power for the PUSCH based on the measured
IBLER of Voice services,
for DL; eNB periodically adjusts the PDSCH transmit power for UEs based on the measured
IBLER.
Network Impact of SPS :PDCCH resources are consumed less, during SPS MCS ındex
doesn’t increase 15 and this restriction may increase the number of RBs allocated to SPS
users near the cell centre. But data RBs will be decreased by the way.
MCS for Retransmitted PDSCH
For retransmitted PDSCH (according to 36.213 Table 7.1.7.1-1), MCS is determined
only by Qm(Modulation Order) and is not affected by RV(Redundancy Version).
 When Qm for the first transmission is 2, Retransmitted MCS become 29
 When Qm for the first transmission is 4, Retransmitted MCS become 30
 When Qm for the first transmission is 6, Retransmitted MCS become 31

MCS for Retransmitted PUSCH
For retransmitted PUSCH (according to 36.213 Table 8.6.1-1), MCS is determined only
by RV(Redundancy version) and is not affected by Qm.
 When RV = 1, Retransmitted MCS become 29
 When RV = 2, Retransmitted MCS become 30
 When RV = 3, Retransmitted MCS become 31
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UL Delay – Based Dynamic Scheduling: eNB prioritizes voice packets based on their
waiting times. Sorting scheduling priorities based on delay for voice services brings balanced
scheduling sequence. A longer wait time indicates a higher scheduling priority. This feature
is only for voice services.
Indicates whether to enable delay-based dynamic scheduling prioritization for VoIP services. If
this parameter is set to NO_DELAYSCH(No Delay Scheduling), delay-based dynamic
scheduling prioritization for VoIP services is disabled. If this parameter is set to
VOIP_DELAYSCH(VoIP Service Delay Scheduling), delay-based dynamic scheduling
prioritization for VoIP services is enabled. Scheduling priorities are dynamically adjusted based
on VoIP packet delays during uplink dynamic scheduling, thereby increasing the mean opinion
score (MOS) and system capacity for VoIP services when the cell is heavily loaded with
VoIP services. If this parameter is set to VOIP_DELAYSCH_DIVISION(VoIP Service-based
Delay Scheduling), VoIP services and non-VoIP services are distinguished during delay-based
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uplink dynamic scheduling and VoIP service-triggered SR scheduling can be identified. In this
way, the MOS and system capacity for VoIP services increase when the cell is heavily
loaded with VoIP services. The VOIP_DELAYSCH_DIVISION(VoIP Service-based Delay
Scheduling) option applies only to LTE TDD networks.If this parameter is set to
VOIP_AND_DATA_DELAYSCH(VoIP and Data Delay Scheduling), delay-based uplink
scheduling applies to VoIP services and data services and delay-based scheduling
prioritization takes effect for VoIP services and data services in the uplink. In this way, MOS
of VoIP services and VoIP service capacity in the cell increase in heavily-loaded networks,
and throughput of data services increases.

ROHC (Robust Header Compression): ROHC runs between the base station and the
handset. The header size is reduced from 40 bytes to 5 bytes, which is relevant for voice
traffic since the voice packets are small. For example, an AMR 23.85 kbps voice packet is
60 bytes and AMR 12.65 kbps just 32 bytes. The header can be larger than the voice packet
if header compression is not used. Therefore, activation of header compression is essential
for maximizing VoLTE capacity.
This function applies only to services with QCI of 1.

UL RLC Segmentation Enhancement: The number of UL RLC segments is dependent on
the TBS determined by UL scheduling. The smaller the TBS(Transport Block Size), the large
the number of UL RLC segments. UL RLC segmentation enhancement restricts the TBS in
UL dynamic scheduling to control the number of UL RLC segments for voice packets. This
restriction improves voice quality when channel quality is poor.
DRX: With this feature UEs enter sleep mode when no data need to be transmitted. The
long period DRX of 20ms is recommended for voice services.
CoMP (Coordinated Multipoint): CoMP is a technique that enables the nearby antennas to
cooperate, reduce the interference and improve the average cell efficiency for cell-edge
users. Cooperation allows the sharing of user data, scheduling information and channel
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quality. CoMP improves the performance of a network near the edge of a cell by assigning
points that provide coordinated transmission and reception. The points may belong either to
the same or to a different eNodeB and provide coverage to different sectors, thus allowing
operators to utilize network resources efficiently.
Sfn UL CoMP Threshold (Range -15 to +15; default -8)
Downlink CoMP algorithms switch : If the IntraDLCompSwitch check box is selected, the
throughput of edge UEs in intra-eNodeB cells increases but the average throughput of a cell may
decrease.
If the InterDlCompDcsSwitch or InterDlCompCbfSwitch check box is selected, the throughput of edge
UEs in inter-eNodeB cells in a cluste<r increases but the average throughput of a cell may decrease.
If DL CoMP is disabled, the throughput of CEUs decreases due to co-channel interference.

Question-29: What is the name of interface between MSC and MME?
Sv interface which is introduced by SRVCC architecture, is between MSC and MME in the
architecture
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Question -30: What are the MIMO modes?

Transmission
Mode
3
=
Open
loop
spatial
Open loop spatial multiplexing can be TX Diversity or Large Delay CDD.

multiplexing

two transport blocks in one TTI = Two code words in one TTI => Transmission scheme to be used
is Large Delay CDD
Question - 31: What is “Beam Forming”?
Smart antennas can change their antenna beam angles to serve better to the UEs. This is a
good way to decrease interference. Don’t forget this is only for TDD systems.
Question - 32: What is “ICIC”(Inter-Cell Interference Coordination)?
If the cell load is high, interference in the cell edge is serious, this feature may be activated.
ICIC is one solution for the cell interference control, is essentially a schedule strategy. In
LTE, some coordination schemes, like SFR(Soft Freq Reuse) and FFR(Fractional Freq
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Reuse) can control the interference in cell edges to enhance the frequency reuse factor and
performance in the cell edges.
Traditional ICIC:
a) Static ICIC: Every cell is allocated 1/3 edge band manually(For 20
Mhz band, 6 MHz is used)
b)Dynamic ICIC: The actual bandwidth is set and decided by eNodeB
due to cell load and interference. This is more flexible. It can be
controlled by eNodeB by considering cell load.
Adaptive ICIC: System adjust ICIC algorithm based on channel condition from MR. The cell
edge band is adjusted automatically based on cell load and interference.
ICIC can decrease intra-freq interference and improve the experience of CEU(cell
edge user). It can improve Tput around %10 and coverage %40.
Question - 33: What are the SON stages and how ANR works?
ANR: Auotomatic Neigh Rel-> adds neighbours,
MRO: Mobility Robust Opt-> modify HO parameters,
MLB: Mobility Load Balance-> balance load between cells
The ANR function resides in the eNB and manages the conceptual Neighbour Relation
Table (NRT). Located within ANR, the Neighbour Detection Function finds new neighbours
and adds them to the NRT. ANR also contains the Neighbour Removal Function which
removes outdated NRs.
An existing Neighbour cell Relation (NR) from a source cell to a target cell means that eNB
controlling the source cell knows the ECGI/CGI and Physical Cell Identifier (PCI) of the
target cell and has an entry in the NRT for the source cell identifying the target cell.
For each cell that the eNB has, the eNB keeps a NRT. For each NR, the NRT contains the
Target Cell Identifier (TCI), which identifies the target cell. For E-UTRAN, the TCI
corresponds to the E-UTAN Cell Global Identifier (ECGI) and Physical Cell Identifier (PCI) of
the target cell.
When UE discovers new cell’s ECGI, the UE reports the detected ECGI to the serving cell
eNB. In addition, the UE reports the tracking area code and all PLMN IDs that have been
detected. The eNB adds this neighbour relation to NRT.
Question - 34: What is the Main Functions of RRC Layer?
System Info broadcast, Paging and RRC Connection Management, Radio Bearer Control,
Mobility Management, Measurement report
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Question –35: What is the Pa and Pb parameters regarding of RS power and
calculation of PDSCH power?
The eNodeB broadcasts the transmit power levels of the RS and the PDSCH in SIB 2 using
the parameters referenceSignalPower, PA, and PB. The transmit power of an RE(Resourse
Element) carrying the RS (in dBm) is specified as referenceSignalPower. PA influences a
parameter called ρA, which is the ratio of the transmit power of the PDSCH RE and the
transmit power of the RS RE.
ρA is applicable to the OFDM symbols that do not carry RS. PB establishes the relationship
between ρA and ρB, where ρB is the ratio of the transmit power of the PDSCH RE and the
transmit power of the RS RE in the OFDM symbols that carry RS.
PA ranges from 0 to 7 and corresponds to the range from -6 dB to +3 dB for ρA. PB ranges
from 0 to 3 and corresponds to the range from 5/4 to 1/2 for (ρB /ρA)[1].
A larger value of Pb results in a larger increase in Reference SignalPwr, better channel
estimation performance and better PDSCH demodulation performance, but it also leads to
lower tranmsit power of the PDSCH(typeB) and thus increases.
Pa:-3 Pb:1 , Have 1-2 dBm gain on RSRP
Pa:0 , Pb:0 %15 gain on Downlingk Throughput

Let’s take two numerical examples. Assume that a 30 W power amplifier is used for a transmit antenna of an
eNodeB and that 10 MHz downlink bandwidth is deployed in a cell. The nominal transmit power per subcarrier is
(30 W/600)= 50 mW. During an OFDM symbol where no RS is present, each subcarrier of the PDSCH is
allocated 50 mW.
ERS = energy of RS,
EA= energy of resource element of A OFDM
EB= energy of resource element of B OFDM
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Example 1: PA =2 and PB =1 (with 3 dB power boosting for RS)
PA =2 implies ρA = 0.5 or -3 dB. Hence, (Power on PDSCH RE/power on RS RE)= 0.5. Since the transmit power
allocated to PDSCH RE is the nominal power level of 50 mW, the transmit power allocated to RS RE is (Power
on PDSCH RE/0.5)= (50 mW/0.5)= 100 mW. 000 symbol carrying the RS, the number of REs carrying the RS
from one transmit antenna is (50 Physical Resource Blocks * 2 REs/Physical Resource Block)= 100 Res(N_RS=
N_RB*2 = 100 reference symbols (because each RB carries only 2 RS REs in this symbol)). Furthermore, a
given antenna does not transmit any power on a set of 100 REs, because such set is used by a different transmit
antenna. Hence, out of 600 REs in an OFDM symbol carrying the RS, 100 REs are subject to RS power
boosting, 100 REs have no transmit power, and remaining 400 REs have nominal power levels(N_PDSCH_REs
= 50*(12-2)=500 REs carrying the PDSCH - 100 REs have no transmit power=400). The total transmit power
during the RS-carrying OFDM symbol would be (100 subcarriers * 100 mW per subcarrier for power-boosted RS
REs) + (100 subcarriers* 0 mW for null REs) + (400 subcarriers * 50 mW per subcarrier for non-RS REs)= 30 W.
Hence, when PA =2 and PB =1, each RS RE is allocated 100 mW, while a non-RS RE (in any OFDM symbol) is
allocated 0 mW or 50 mW. referenceSignalPower is set to 10*log10(100 mW)= 20 dBm.
Example 2: PA =4 and PB =1 (with NO power boosting for RS)
PA =4 implies ρA = 1 or 0 dB. Hence, (Power on PDSCH RE/power on RS RE)= 1. Since the transmit power
allocated to PDSCH RE is the nominal power level of 50 mW, the transmit power allocated to RS RE is (Power
on PDSCH RE/1)= (50 mW/1)= 50 mW. Hence, out of 600 REs in an OFDM symbol carrying the RS, 100 REs
are subject to RS power level, 100 REs have no transmit power, and remaining 400 REs have nominal power
levels. The total transmit power during the RS-carrying OFDM symbol would be (100 subcarriers * 50 mW per
subcarrier for non-power-boosted RS REs) + (100 subcarriers* 0 mW for null REs) + (400 subcarriers * 50 mW
per subcarrier for non-RS REs)= 25 W. Hence, when PA =4 and PB =1, each RS RE is allocated 50 mW, while a
non-RS RE (in any OFDM symbol) is allocated 0 mW or 50 mW. referenceSignalPower will be set to 10*log10(50
mW)= 17 dBm.
LST CELLDLPCPDSCHPA

->PA (0)
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LST PDSCHCFG -> RS Power and PB (18.2)
LST CELLDLPCPDCCH-> DCI power offset for dedicated control(0)
LST CELLDLPCPDSCH-> Center ve Edge UE PA(-6 ve -1.77 dB)

Question-36: In which signal message UE agg max bit rate?
S1 trace RRC_RECONFIG_Message.
The Secondary Cell (SCell) Addition, Release, and Reconfiguration (Modification) are RRC’s
responsibility.
At the time of SCell addition, the eNodeB sends some information to the UE via
RRCConnectionReconfiguration message;
SCellIndex: This is used to identify/address the SCell that is being
configured/reconfigured/released. If the received SCellIndex is part of the UE’s
configuration already, then the UE considers the procedure as SCell Modification. Else if
the received SCellIndex is not part of the UE’s configuration, then the UE should consider
the procedure as SCell Addition. Based on the UE’s capability, at most four SCells can be
configured but the SCellIndex can take values from 1 to 7.
cellIdentification: This is mandatory at the time of SCell Addition and shouldn’t be present
at the time SCell Modification. cellIdentification consists of Physical Cell Identity and
Downlink Carrier Frequency (EARFCN).
radioResourceConfigCommonSCell: This is a big structure of IEs which is mandatory at
the time of SCell Addition and shouldn’t be present if the concerned SCell is being
Modified.
SCELL Adding steps:
(1) is the command (RRC message) to tell the UE to configure the Radio Stack (PHY, MAC)
to establish the aggregated communication (Carrier Aggregration). You need to look into
every details of RRC Connection Configuration message
(2) is the HARQ ACK from UE saying 'I got a PDSCH (carrying RRC Connection
Reconfiguration).
(3) is the step where both UE and Network performs the necessary setup for Carrier
Aggregation.
(4) is the step where UE send SR saying 'I need a physical resource to send some data
(PUSCH carrying RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete message in this case)'.
(5) is the step where Network allocate resource in response to step (4).
(6) is the step where UE reporting to network 'I am done with the setup and the setup is
successful'. At this step, the setup has been established only at RRC layer and MAC layer
for the second carrier is not yet activated.
(7) is the step where Network send a commond to UE saying 'Now activate MAC layer for
the second carrier as well'.
(8) indicate the status where MAC/PHY for both carrier are fully activated.
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PCell(Active SCell) = 80
SCell(Active SCell) = 100
PCell(DeActive SCell) = 30
SCell(DeActive SCell) = 30

Possible Problems: neighbor relation, coordination relation, the threshold of A4, carrier
configuration
1 Pcell carrier and Scell carrier must configure according to 3GGP, and the different
value of two carrier can be divided exactly by 300KHZ .
2. The core net exist switch for CA function, and need open this switch.
3. The A2 threshold of delete Scell should not greater than the A4 threshold of add Scell,
or else the site service to UE will occur abnormal when UE received RSRP between A2
threshold and A4 threshold.
Event A3 - Neighbor becomes offset better than Pcell.
- Event A5 - Pcell becomes worse than theshold1 and neighbour becomes better than
threshold2.
- For Event A3 and Event A5 the frequency mentioned in the associated
measObjectEUTRA indicates neighbours.
- For Event A3 and Event A5 the Scell become neighbouring cell.
- Event B2 - Pcell becomes worse than theshold1 and inter RAT neighbour becomes
better than threshold2.
- Event A6 - Intra Frequency Neighbour becomes offset better than Scell.
- No change in the definition of Event A4 and Event B1.

Question-37: What is the difference between CSFB and Ultra Flash CFSB?
Skipping the CS Radio Access Bearer (RAB) setup procedure, as the RAB is pre-allocated during the
SRVCC IRAT Handover procedure.
Skipping some NAS procedures, as the MSC Server has already obtained some key information for
the CS call
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Question-38: What is RIM (RAN Information Manager) procedure?
RIM（RAN information manager）procedure allows the transfer of SI(System Information) from
GSM or WCDMA to LTE. This feature introduces makes it possible for information for a specific
UTRAN cell or to create and maintain relationships with UTRAN cells.
When this feature is activated, eNB receives updates from RNC when SI for the changes.
Benefit of RIM is; faster call setup times compared to the non enhanced solution. This used for Flash
CSFB.
Question-39: What happens if the SRS is deactivated-benefit?
If SRS subframe config = 0 %2.5 improvement on BW. Instead of SRS tx PUSCH tx may be done by
deactivating SRS. But if selective scheduling is on, then Tput should be decreased.
It helps to improve UL Throughput.It supports LBBPd Board or later versions.
Collect L.Traffic.User.Max counter and if User number is around 200, it is not recommend closing
SRS, it will increase Call Drop Rate.
Question-40: What are the values for basic LTE measures?

Quiz: SIntraSearch parameters are monitor from which msg?
SIB3:
1. Information / Parameters for intra frequency cell reselection
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Question 41(Ericsson): Concerning improving the performance of carrier aggregation
below changes should be recommended:
1- Parameter: waitForCaOpportunity change from 10000 (10 sec) to 1000 (1 sec) in order
to speed up UE for Carrier Aggregation consideration
2- Parameter: sCellScheduleSinrThres change from 0 to -10 in order to consider the UE for
CA even at lower SINR of SCELL.
3- Parameter: sCellActProhibitTimer change from 200 to 100 msec in order to have a
quicker Activation of SCELL.
4- Parameter: sCellActDeactDataThres keep at -1
5- Parameter: caUsageLimit keep at 300
6- Parameter: caPreemptionThreshold change from 50 to 70 to keep considering SCELL for
CA even when load is 70%

Question- 42: What is Power control in LTE?
LTE power control requirements are less hard than WCDMA. Power control in WCDMA was
designed for radio link adaptation under continuous transmission in circuit-switched services. In LTE,
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there is already fast scheduling of UEs (1 ms, TTI). So, whereas the power control in WCDMA is
periodic with a frequency of 1500 Hz (every 0.67 ms loop delay) with power steps of +-1 dB in LTE it
is possible to have larger power steps with lower frequencies (5 ms minimum loop delay) and it does
not need to be periodic. This is why it is called ‘slow’ power control.
Slow UL power control combines two components:
 Open loop power control calculated at the UE
 Closed loop power control corrections transmitted by the eNodeB
The open loop power control is performed independently by the UE and compensates for longterm channel variations (e.g. path loss and shadowing). It is based on path loss measurements,
broadcasted parameters and RRC signalled parameters from the eNodeB. However, open loop
power control suffers from errors in UE path loss measurements so closed loop power control is
used.
The closed loop power control is less sensitive to errors in measurements because it is based on
interactions between UE and eNodeB. The eNodeB performs UL level and quality measurements.
Based on these measurements (weighed and averaged) the eNodeB sends power correction
commands to the UE to maintain, increase or decrease the transmit power.
Po_PUSCH and Alfa parameters belong to open loop PC part. TPC(is transmitted through DCI PDCCH
signal) command belongs to close loop part.
Power control dynamic range is from 24dbm (UE Class 4) to -80dbm. Uplink PC step size is;

There are two kinds of Open Loop PC parameters: Cell level(broadcasting on BCCH) and UE
level(bearing on RRC connection reconfiguration message).
Question- 43: Is there any limitation on what is the maximum number of RBs can be
assigned for signaling radio bearer?
As we know the number of radio resource blocks (RBs) assigned for each PDSCH can be
between 1~50(for 10 MHz). This is for both traffic radio bearer and signaling radio
bearer.
"Signalling Radio Bearers" (SRBs) are defined as Radio Bearers (RB) that are used only
for the transmission of RRC and NAS messages. More specifically, three SRBs are
defined:
- SRB0 is for RRC messages using the CCCH logical channel;
- SRB1 is for RRC messages (which may include a piggybacked NAS message) as well as
for NAS messages prior to the establishment of SRB2, all using DCCH logical channel;
- SRB2 is for NAS messages, using DCCH logical channel. SRB2 has a lower-priority than
SRB1 and is always configured by E-UTRAN after security activation. SRB1 has higher
priority than SRB2.
In LTE, paging is indicated using P-RNTI. Accordingly, the DCI format for paging
message can only be 1A or 1C.



For DCI Format 1A, the resource block assignment can be 10 RBs (for distributed DRB) or
11RBs ( for localized DRB)
For DCI Format 1C, the resource block assignment can only be 6 RBs.
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There is a limitation on how many RBs per TTI assigned for sending paging messages. The
number can only be one of 6, 10 or 11 RBs.
The eNodeB calculates the demodulation thresholds for various coding rates or aggregation
levels based on the DCI formats

Question- 44 : What is PUCCH limitation?
Format1 Code Channel Allocation Mode
The PUCCHCfg.Format1ChAllocMode parameter specifies the mode for allocating code
channel resources occupied by the PUCCH in format 1, 1a, or 1b in each RB. This parameter
takes effect only when the PUCCHCfg.DeltaShift parameter is set to DS1_DELTA_SHIFT(ds1).
When the PUCCHCfg.Format1ChAllocMode parameter is set to FIXEDMODE, consecutive
PUCCH format1/1a/1b code channel resources are always allocated.
When the PUCCHCfg.Format1ChAllocMode parameter is set to RANDOMMODE, PUCCH
format1/1a/1b code channel resources are allocated at random. In multi-UE scenarios, this
decreases the code channel adjacency probability and improves detection performance.
When the PUCCHCfg.Format1ChAllocMode parameter is set to OPTISELECTMODE, PUCCH
format 1/1a/1b code channel resources are allocated using an optimized selection mode.
Compared with the RANDOMMODE option, the OPTISELECTMODE option further reduces the
adjacency possibility of code channels, decreases inter-bit interference, and improves the
PUCCH demodulation capability, but may increase the PUCCH RB overhead. When the cell
bandwidth is 1.4 MHz, it is advised not to set this parameter to OPTISELECTMODE.
When the PUCCHCfg.Format1ChAllocMode parameter is set to RBSAVINGMODE, PUCCH
format 1/1a/1b code channel resources are allocated based on RB saving by increasing UE
multiplexing efficiency in RBs. A maximum of 36 n1PUCCH-AN code channels can be
multiplexed in each RB. Interference between code channels increases, and demodulation
performance of PUCCH format 1/1a/1b code channel resources deteriorates. When the cell
bandwidth is 1.4 MHz, you are advised not to set this parameter to RBSAVINGMODE.
When the number of UEs in the cell is small (in newly deployed sites or in off-peak hours), this
parameter can be set to either FIXEDMODE or RANDOMMODE. When the number of UEs in the
cell is large or in the high-speed railway scenarios, the parameter value OPTISELECTMODE is
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recommended. When uplink PRB resources are possibly limited, the parameter value
RBSAVINGMODE is recommended.

Format2 Code Channel Allocation Mode
The PUCCHCfg.Format2ChAllocMode parameter specifies the mode for allocating code
channel resources occupied by the PUCCH in format 2, 2a, or 2b.
When the PUCCHCfg.Format2ChAllocMode parameter is set to FIXEDMODE(Fixed Mode),
consecutive PUCCH format2/2a/2b code channel resources are always allocated.
When the PUCCHCfg.Format2ChAllocMode parameter is set to RANDOMMODE(Random
Mode), PUCCH format2/2a/2b code channel resources are allocated at random. This decreases
the inter-bit interference and improves detection performance.

Question-45 : What is PUCCH switch for? How RRC user can be limited on a cell?
The eNodeB dynamically adjusts PUCCH resources based on PUCCH resource load. By
reducing the overhead, more resources can be used for PUSCH transmissions. By increasing
the PUCCH resources, more UEs can be admitted. The CellAlgoSwitch.PucchAlgoSwitch
parameter specifies whether to enable dynamic PUCCH resource adjustment.
If the PucchSwitch option of the CellAlgoSwitch.PucchAlgoSwitch parameter is selected, the
eNodeB adaptively increases or decreases PUCCH resources based on PUCCH resource loads.
If the PUCCH resource load is greater than a specified threshold, the eNodeB increases PUCCH
resources to ensure that UEs successfully access a cell.
If the PUCCH resource load is less than a specified threshold, the eNodeB decreases PUCCH
resources to prevent a waste in uplink RBs due to large PUCCH resource overheads, thereby
increasing PUSCH capacity.
NOTE:
When the PucchSwitch option of this parameter is selected, PUCCH resources occupied by
cells vary in inter-cell load imbalance scenarios, possibly resulting in mutual interference
between SRI(scedhuling request indicator), CQI, or ACK resources of different cells, and further
affecting counters, such as the access delay and call drop rate.
 The PUSCHMaxRBPUCCHAdjSwitch parameter determines PUCCH resource adjustment. If
the PUSCHMaxRBPUCCHAdjSwitch parameter is set, the eNodeB reduces PUCCH
resource overheads to increase RBs available on PUSCHs when there is a small number of
UEs. This adjustment, however, does not meet call attempt per second (CAPS)
requirements. If the PUSCHMaxRBPUCCHAdjSwitch parameter is not set, PUCCH resource
adjustment can meet CAPS(call att per second) requirements.
CCERatioAdjSwitch: If this switch is turned on, the resource allocation algorithm of the PDCCH

dynamically adjusts the UL and DL CCE ratios within each transmission time interval (TTI) based
on CCE usages in UL and DL.( A CCE is the smallest resource unit for transmission on
PDCCHs. Each CCE contains nine REGs with each REG containing four resource elements
(REs) and carries 72-bit information)

PdcchAggLvlCLAdjustSwitch used to enable or disable closed-loop adjustment to the PDCCH
aggregation level. If this switch is turned on, PDCCH aggregation level is adjusted based on the
block error rate (BLER) of the PDCCH.
The PUCCHCfg.CqiRbNum parameter specifies the number of RBs for CQIs. The
PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum parameter specifies the total number of code-division multiplexed SRIs
and ACKs to downlink semi-persistent scheduling.
If the PUCCHCfg.CqiRbNum parameter is set to a small value, a small number of UEs can use
periodic CQI reporting. When the traffic volume exceeds the configured capacity, the network
performance deteriorates.
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If the PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum parameter is set to a small value, a small number of UEs can be
scheduled in downlink semi-persistent scheduling and a small number of UEs can be supported in
a cell.
If both PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum and PUCCHCfg.CqiRbNum are set to large values, a large
number of UEs can be supported in a cell. However, a small number of PUSCH resources can be
used, and therefore the uplink throughput is low.
In macro eNodeBs, the relationship of PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum and PUCCHCfg.CqiRbNum with
RACHCfg.PrachFreqOffset and PUSCHCfg.hoppingoffset must be considered when
PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum and PUCCHCfg.CqiRbNum are set. The value of
RACHCfg.PrachFreqOffset must be greater than ceil (NPUCCH x 1/2), and the value of
PUSCHCfg.hoppingoffset must be greater than ceil (PUCCH).
In micro eNodeBs, the relationship of PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum and PUCCHCfg.CqiRbNum with
RACHCfg.PrachFreqOffset must be considered when PUCCHCfg.NaSriChNum and
PUCCHCfg.CqiRbNum are set. The value of RACHCfg.PrachFreqOffset must be greater than
ceil (NPUCCH x 1/2).
N_RS indicates the number of symbols used to transmit reference signals in format 1, 1a or 1b
within one slot. In macro eNodeBs, if the normal CP is used, the value of N_RS is 3; if the
extended CP is used, the value of N_RS is 2. In micro eNodeBs, the value of N_RS is 3.
N_CS indicates the maximum number of cyclic shifts for PUCCH format 1, 1a, or 1b. According
to the protocol, N_CS has a fixed value 12.
PucchExtendedRBNum indicates the number of extended PUCCH RBs. Set
PucchExtendedRBNum to 0 if the PucchFlexCfgSwitch option of the
CellAlgoSwitch.PucchAlgoSwitch parameter is cleared.( The PucchAlgoSwitchparameter
specifies whether to enable PUCCH resource adjustment.)

DsNaChNum indicates the number of code-division multiplexed ACKs to downlink dynamic
scheduling.
If the CellPdcchAlgo.PdcchSymNumSwitch parameter is set to OFF(Off), the value of
DsNaChNum is set based on the value of CellPdcchAlgo.InitPdcchSymNum.
NOTE:
Adjusting the CellPdcchAlgo.InitPdcchSymNum parameter online is not recommended because
this operation leads to conflicts between the PUCCH and other channels and therefore
deteriorates channel performance.

Question- 46: What is the difference between CFRA and CBRA?
CFRA – Contention FREE Random Access – Preamble reserved Used for Handover between
cells and Downlink data transfer requiring UE synchronization
CBRA – Contention BASED Random Access – Preamble randomly selected used for Initial
network access, Access following a radio link failure, Handover between cells, Downlink data
transfer requiring UE synchronization, Uplink data transfer requiring UE synchronization

Question- 47: What is Link Adaptation in LTE?

Adjusting transmission parameters according to the channel condition is called link adaptation.
Transmission parameters that can be adjusted are coding rate, modulation scheme, transport block
size and tx rank.
Question- 48: What are benifits of “Uplink Frequency Selective Scheduling”?
It may improve the peak rate, cell Capacity, coverage and tries to schedule the best part of the
frequency band for each UE.
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Question- 49: Tell about PRACH Config Index?
PRACH Configuration Index determines the Preamble Format to be used. For example, if
PRACH Configuration Index is 10 , the preamble format 0 is used.
'eNB determines PRACH Configuration index via prach-Configindex IE in SIB2'.

Maximum RACH Capacity:
a) Let us assume that the number of preambles available for initial access given by
parameter numberofRA-Preambles is 56 (the other 8 are reserved for Contention Free
Random Access, that is, for handover). In this is situation, up to 56 users could be trying
to access the system simultaneously.
b) Those 56 UE are trying to access the system simultaneously and that each of them
picked a different preamble.
c) eNodeB responds to only one UE despite the fact that in 10 ms, up to 56 UE are trying
to access.
Given this situation, the maximum RACH capacity, can be approximated by:
Max # of UE supported (RACH) = 1 UE per Frame*No. Frames/second
= (1 UE/frame)*(100 frames/second)
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= 100 UE/second.

Minimum RACH Capacity:
a) Let us assume that all 56 UE are trying to access at the same time, as in the previous
case.
b) Let us also assume that the enodeB only responds to one UE per t300 period.
Given this situation, the maximum RACH capacity, can be approximated by:
Min # of UE supported (RACH) = 1 UE per t300 period*(number of t300 periods
per second)
= (1 UE/t300)*(1 sec/t300)
Hence, if t300 is set to 400 ms, the Min # of UE supported per RACH = (1)(1000/400) =
2.5 users

Question- 50:What is 'Precondition' in SIP/IMS ?
preconditions require that the participant reserve network resources before continuing
with the session. We do not define new quality of service reservation mechanisms;
these preconditions simply require a participant to use existing resource reservation
mechanisms before beginning the session.

(1) INVITE
A UE (UA) send INVITE to initiate a session for a specific services. At this step, UE send
SDP offer and usually this SDP carries information about media
Note : In some application, especially in LTE, the other party (called party) send 100
Trying after the INVITE. But it doesn't seem to be mandatory according to RFC.
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(2) 183 Session Progress.
The other party (Called Party) is sending 183 Session Progress. It basically saying "I
received your INVITE message and am doing something to make this work". In theory,
this is just a simple provisioning message for information purpose, but depending on the
parameters carried by this message this can be a very crucial message.
One example is when this message carries following header. This means 'this session
requires Precondition.' and 'this message requires 100 rel'. What is 100 rel required ? It
means 'Since this message would carry very important contents, I want to get
conformation (PRACK) from the other party'. Usually Provisoning message like 183 does
not require any response from the other party, but if it carries header 'Require: 100rel',
the other party should send specific confirmation message called PRACK.
Usually when a provisioning message carries very important contents like SDP, it adds
'Require: 100rel' to make it sure that the other party successfully received the message.
Require: precondition
Require: 100rel
Since this message set 'Precondition = Required', it start exchanging the required qos
parameters as shown below. 'des (desired):qos' defines the final qos condition for this
session, 'curr(current):qos' means the qos condition that we currently achieved. In this
setting, both 'curr:qos local' and 'curr:qos remote' is set to be 'none' since we are at the
stage where no resource is allocated in either local nor remote side.
a=curr:qos local none
a=curr:qos remote none
a=des:qos mandatory local sendrecv
a=des:qos mandatory remote sendrecv
(3) PRACK
This is a kind of confirmation message for 183 Session Progress. This means "I received
183 Session Progress message that you sent". In some cases, PRACK can carry SDP in
it. Depending on whether PRACH carry SDP or not, or Depending on the detailed qos
setting in the SDP, there can be some variations on UPDATE process. Refer
to Requirement for SDP Negotiation section for details.
(4) 200 OK
This is just response for PRACK. This can be very simple 200OK, or it can be more
complicated message carrying SDP in it.
(5) UPDATE
UPDATE message is sent from the Calling party to the called party. Main purpose of this
message is "OK, now I am ready to establish the session at least on my side. This and
this kind of media can be setup. This and this kind of qos (resource allocation) is
confirmed". I means the calling party send out this message only when the required
resource/condition is guaranteed.
One example of the required condition in LTE case would be the completion of Dedicated
EPS Bearer Setup. It implies 'UPDATE would be sent out after Dedicated EPS Bearer
Setup'. (At the early stage of IMS implementation, I saw most of UE does not care about
this condition, but in more recent UEs (as of late 2014) I saw most of UE mandate
'Dedicated EPS Bearer' as a precondition for UPDATE. If you have problem with missing
'UPDATE' message when you were expecting it, first check if 'Dedicated EPS Bearer' is
established and then check as described in Requirement for SDP Negotiation
One example of qos setting in the SDP in UPDATE message is as follows. In this
example, you would see 'qos for local satisfies the requirement' now because "curr:qos
local sendrecv >= des:qos mandatory local sendrecv" (see How to evaluate the condition
? for the details)
a=curr:qos local sendrecv
a=curr:qos remote none
a=des:qos mandatory local sendrecv
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a=des:qos mandatory remote sendrecv
(6) 200 OK
This is response(confirmation) to UPDATE. Also, another important functionality of this
message is to carry the SDP with qos parameter. One example of qos parameter in this
SDP is as follows. you would see 'qos for both local and remote satisfies the requirement
and ' now because "curr:qos local sendrecv >= des:qos mandatory local sendrecv and
curr:qos remote sendrecv >= des:qos mandatory remote sendrecv" (see How to
evaluate the condition ? for the details)
a=curr:qos local sendrecv
a=curr:qos remote sendrecv
a=des:qos mandatory local sendrecv
a=des:qos mandatory remote sendrecv
Once you see this state of qos setting, it means both local and remote side are all ready
to establish a communication.
(7) 180 Ringing
At this step, both called party and calling party would hear rining sound. Since this is an
important step, it would carry the following header.
Require: 100rel
This means PRACK is required at next step.
(8) PRACK
This is the response (confirmation) for 180 Rining with 100 rel.
(9) 200 OK
This is the response (confirmation) for PRACK
(10) 200 OK
This is the response (confirmation) for INVITE
(11) ACK
This is the response (confirmation) for 200 OK (INVITE)

Question- 51:What is PRACH planning steps ?
Step1: Determine Cyclic shift (Ncs) value by the cell radius ( Assume the cell radius is
9.8 km take Ncs value 76)
Step2: The value of 839/76 is rounded down to 11, that is each index should generate
11 preamble sequences. 6, (64/11) root sequence indexes are required to generate 64
preamble sequences.
Step3: The number of available root sequence indexes are 139 (0,6,12,…,6*n,..,828)
Step4: The available root sequence indexes are assigned to cells. The reuse distance
shall be as far as possible.
GENEX U-Net for PRACH planning is used.

Time (prachConfIndex) specifies in which subframes the RA can occur. PRACH Configuration Index
cannot be the same for different cells at the eNB
Frequency (prachFreqOff) avoid overlapping with PUCCH and PUSCH or splitting the PUSCH
area.PRACH area is next to PUCCH area either at upper or lower border of frequency band, For
simplicity use same configuration for all cells
Sequence (PRACH CS and RootSeqIndex) the cyclic shift ensures sufficient separation between the
preambles. Use different sequences for all neighbour cells
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Question- 52:What is admission control?
Basic Call Admission Control (BCAC) is a static admission control mechanism . The decision of the
acceptance or rejection of the call is based only on the availability of radio resources. Its principle is
to determine if there is sufficient bandwidth (BW) to accept this call
Multi-Service Call Admission Control (MSCAC) Two types of service classes are defined: Real Time
(RT) for conversational and streaming calls and Non-Real Time (NRT) for Best Effort calls. MSCAC
divides the resources into two parts: a part for NRT calls and a second part for RT calls. An NRT call is
accepted only if there are enough available PRBs in the BW part for NRT.
Channel Based Efficient Call Admission Control (CBECAC) A call is classified into either RT or NRT
call. The RT call is classified into either HC or NC. The PRB is divided into three parts:
- A part for NRT calls.
- A part for RT new calls.
- A part for RT handoffs calls.
An NRT call is accepted only if there are enough free PRBs in the BW part for NRT. After
classifying the RT call, an RT NC is accepted when there are enough free PRBs in the BW
part for NC. Otherwise, a preemption algorithm is performed on NRT calls. An RT HC is
accepted if the reserved bandwidth for RT HC is available. Therefore, the NRT calls are
preempted only for RT NC calls.

Question- 53: What is PUCCH and its location?
The function of PUCCH Format 1,1a,1b is just to deliver 1 or 2 or 4 bits data to eNodeB.
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The
a)
b)
this
c)

number of UE per PUCCH can be increased by modifying the following parameters:
Increasing NRBCQI (but the PUSCH capacity will decrease)
Decreasing the periodicity of CQI reporting (decreasing CQI-PMIConfigIndex) but
might affect uplink throughput.
Increasing the number of UE multiplexed per RB.

Question- 54: When we enabled VoLTE, which RLC mode is used? Ack or Non Ack
mode?
RLC operates in 3 modes; The Transparent (TM) mode, the Unacknowledged (UM) mode
and the Acknowledged (AM) modes. Unlike 3G UMTS, voice packets in LTE are
transmitted in the UM which means that they get some overhead in the form of an RLC
header, (mainly for reordering out of sequence packets), but will not be retransmitted
from this layer. In LTE, we expect less than 1% of retransmissions to be handled by ARQ
at the RLC layer.
The final retransmission mechanism could potentially reside in the application layer and
is usually handled by the TCP protocol. Since VoIP will rely on the fast UDP protocol and
not the sophisticated TCP, no retransmissions are expected from the application layer.
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In summary the answer to our Question- is this: YES, NO , NO from bottom up! YES at
the Physical Layer, NO at the RLC layer (but VoIP packets will have RLC headers!) and
NO at the Application Layer.
 Unacknowledged Mode (UM) for EPS bearers with QCI = 1
 Acknowledged Mode (AM) for EPS bearers with QCI = 5
 Acknowledged Mode (AM) for EPS bearers with QCI = 8/9
Voice service can tolerate error rates on the order of 1%, while benefiting from reduced
delays, and is mapped to a radio bearer running the RLC protocol in unacknowledged
mode (UM).

Question- 55: LTE UL Power Control Switch Trials?
MML

Impact1

MOD CELLPCALGO: LocalCellId=0,
PucchPcTargetSinrOffset=5;
MOD CELLALGOSWITCH: LocalCellId=0,
UlPcAlgoSwitch=OuterLoopPucchSwitch-1;

A smaller value of this parameter results in lower PUCCH power
transmitted by UEs in the local cell and weaker PUCCH interference on
other UEs in the cell and UEs in neighboring cells. A larger value of
this parameter results in the opposite effects (enhance PUCCH
interference on other UEs in the cell and UEs in neighboring
cells.).
OuterLoopPucchSwitch:If this option is selected and the channel
quality of the PUCCH in format 2x is poor, the PUCCH transmit power
increases, the false detection rate on the PUCCH in format 2x
decreases, and the downlink throughput increases.
If this option is deselected and the channel quality of the PUCCH in
format 2x is poor, the PUCCH transmit power and downlink throughput
cannot be increased, and the false detection rate on the PUCCH in
format 2x increases.

BLER, packet loss, e-rab est success rate, service drop rate are improving, UL QPSK usage is getting
lower and 16QAM kullausage increases.
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Question- 56: What is Link adaptation tasks?
Link Adaptation function which main task is to select a proper Transport Format (TF) based on
SINR estimations, UE Power headroom and scheduled bandwidth.
Tell about algorithms responsible for capacity management in LTE:
Admission Control; blocks new incoming calls as well as handover attempts when the load in the
system is high, thus reducing the call-dropping probability. Admission control is used in both the
uplink and downlink. The admission decision is based on air interface and transport network load, by
using measurements of GBR load as well as the actual number of users and bearers.
Congestion Control; is used to resolve overload in both the uplink and the downlink. It uses Power
and RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) measurements. In case of overload, congestion control
may reduce bit rates of delay tolerant existing connections or as a second option, removes existing
connections.
License Control

Question- 57: What is “Fast Domancy Feature” in 3G?
The basic principle behind Fast Dormancy is quite simple “Save phone power when it is inactive”.
The network sends a inhibit timer (T323) to UE in system information block type 1 (SIB1). Timer T323 tells
how much time the UE need to wait before sending the next Signalling Connection Release Indication
Message. The presence of T323 timer indicates that the network supports fast dormancy.

Question- 58: What are the features to increase LTE Tput?
DL CoMP: (Increase Tput,HO Succ Rate, reduce interference,Release 11(eRAN8) 3types ->
Joint Transmission, Coordinated Beam Forming and Dynamic Coordinated Scheduling)
Carrier Agg: 2 or 3 CC
Minimum rate proportional Fair Scheduler: Scheduling decisions are based on a weighted measure
of channel quality and average rate
UL Frequency Selective Scheduling: allocate PRBs to UEs also based on frequency-selective
channel quality information carried over the SRS (Sounding Reference Signals).
DL Frequency Selective Scheduling : Downlink Frequency Selective Scheduling uses
measurements of the radio channel conditions (such as sub-band Channel Quality Indicators) to
determine which part of the radio resource that should be used for a transmission.
The Frequency Selective Scheduling improves cell-edge bitrate and cell capacity and increases cell
capacity when multiple users share the same TTI.
Connection Setup:

Question- 59: What are the features to increase LTE Coverage and HO?
PDCCH Power Boost:
 an automatic boost of all CCE aggregation levels less than the maximum CCE aggregation
level in the cell (usually 8 CCEs). This is mainly a capacity feature or
 an optional boost of the maximum CCE aggregation level. The boost of the maximum CCE
aggregation level is controlled by operator by a MOM parameter (“pdcchPowerBoostMax”).
Up to 6 dB boost can be set. The default boost of the maximum level is 0dB. This is mainly a
coverage feature
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Mobility Control at Poor Coverage: Improves the functionality of the Session Continuity

feature to increase the flexibility of mobility handling at poor coverage. A search zone along
the edge of the cell is introduced, where UE searches for alternative frequencies and
technologies.
Question- 60: What KPI s or counters do you check in LTE for capacity issues?

DL/UL PRB and Tput, RRC Connected users Utilization per cell(Ltraffic.User.Avg<threshold 60%), Preamble usage for Random access(L.ChMeas.PRB.DL.Used.Avg<threshold 70%) , CCE usage for PDCCH(L.ChMeas.CCE.Conn.Used-<CCE Usage<Threshold 80%), Traffic Volume(Ltputbbits UL&DL/Licensed eNodeb Traffic volume
x3600)x100 -< Threshold is 80%), Paging Resource(L.Paging.S1< Threshold 60%)

Question- 61: Which controls do you make if LTE Tput is low?

Define the Low Tput Cells-> Check DL Interference(Low CQI or good RSRP bad
SINR)
Check BLER values(threshold is worse than 10%)
Check MIMO parameters -> Transmission mode 1 to 7
CQI reporting parameters->network uses periodic or aperiodic reporting, check
CQIConfigIndex and enable aperiodic reporting
Check capacity
Check VSWR
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